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OBJECTIVE:
SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS




22 years experience in financial markets (Forex, MENA, US stocks, CFDs).
More than 10 years experience in customers’ services (Investors, Forex & shares traders).
PCs & Microsoft office programs, Trading platforms (MT4, Smart T, Corinex), Mobile Apps
platforms, Financial charts tools & indicators, Technical Analysis, Fundamental Analysis, Auto
trading (Expert Advisors), Virtual Private servers, Trading signals providers and its tools. Able
to create, lead and hire team of work.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Financial Markets’ expert (Trading & Training)
MubasherCafe Consultant
Dubai, United Arab Emirates 2013 - 2017
I work as expert & Advisor to company clients from the Middle East, our focus was in the local
financial markets MENA and I broadcast my analysis and commenter to TV channels in Dubai. Also
direct reporting to the company CEO.
I also trade for VIP clients under POA up on their requests.
I meet the VIP clients under regular bases.
See most of my TV interviews in YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/vipgoldvideos/videos
Account manager
Century Forex trading
Dubai, Alkhaleej building, UAE 2012 – 2013
I was marketing for the company by contacting their clients to teach them how to manage their
accounts and follow up their trading progress.
Financial markets’ Consultant
Company name: Vip Gold Consultant,
Copenhagen, Denmark
2004-2011
 Creating and building new Forex brokerage firm in Limassoul, Cyprus.
 In charge to hire and train the support, sales and dealers team.
 Negotiated with Meta Quote Company in Cyprus office to install and train for a year and follow
up their performances and reporting direct to the owner.
 Start trading Foreign Exchange currencies (Forex) in 1993 through the National Bank in
AlKhubar city in Saudi Arabia; I used to trade Gold spots, Dutch mark and other major
currencies (Reuters and Apex).



I was viewing the charts and demonstrate the technical analysis and following up the news
streams. In 1994, I have started to trade as fund manager for 2 clients in the same bank and
able to post markets analysis to other clients. This potential success has supported my sales
and marketing skills; therefore, I have moved to work in forex firm in Dubai from 1995 – 1996
like Dubai futures company. I got better offer to join forex firm in Bangkok, Thailand in med
1996 to work in City Link development forex firm in early 1997.
 In year 2000 after the internet era for forex, I started to trade for new clients from Dubai until
2001 in Midas A/S (Saxo bank) in Copenhagen, Denmark until 2004.
 During my study period in Denmark Technical University, I went through important course in
time series analysis; this course was very important to my knowledge in how to predict the
financial markets. Out of this knowledge, I have created my own prediction system based on
time series analysis theory during my study in Master degree in Petroleum engineering for 2
years program, by this new knowledge in how to predict the charts’ patterns in the financial
markets. I used my prediction system to guide investors. I was consulting to Middle East
clients and I had to start with Vip Gold Company in Copenhagen, it was in 2004. I have
succeeded to target the higher annual income. One of the important successful predictions
was; I have predicted the spike up or the major gap up event shown in the Natural gas
historical chart which was caused by hurricane Katrina in summer 2005. I have predicted it
days before, so I had bought huge number of future contracts in Natural gas at average prices
of $9 and over the weekend the hurricane had hit the oil & gas rigs in Gulf of Mexico with
category 6, by Monday early morning, the market has opened gap up as predicted and hit the
$12.65 prices. I have made 1.4 Million Danish kroner just over the weekend trades only, it was
in Saxo bank brokerage house.
Since then, I have developed my prediction system to be more accurate. My system simply is
predicting the coming major events in the markets by comparing the financial historical charts
patterns with the current patterns using the technical tools and similar case data to end up with
stronger implementation for the coming prices.
I have been working as adviser to Middle East financial markets MENA (Saudi Arabian, UAE, Kuwait,
Qatar and Egyptian financial market).
I was commentating my analysis to TV channels. See most of my TV interviews in YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/vipgoldvideos/videos
Area general manager
Al-Fozan Warehouse - building materials supplier.
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 1994 - 1996
Area manager in AlFozan Chain Company in Jeddah branch in Saudi Arabia during December 1993
to December 1995, I was managing $100 million worth building materials’ store house to supply
Jeddah city and its surrounding area in Saudi Arabia. I was managing the negotiations for importing &
Shipment contracts for the building raw materials (Steel bars & Temper wood) through German agent
to global sources, also closing the purchase deals to open Letter of credits LCs. Also, I was managing
the local sales team and logistics sales team in Jeddah Area. I have restructured the company
employees’ scales upon their education and years of expertise and I have ordered special uniform for
each classification. Then, I have corrected the power duties for each employee which has reduced

the waste time and energy in general. The chairman of this company was so happy and he asked me
to do the same restructuring for Riyadh and Al Khubar cities’ branches. (1994-1996)
Area sales manager
Modern trading office (MTO): (one of El-Ajou trading group).
Al Kubar city, Saudi Arabia 1993 - 1994
I was managing the international import and sales for the local steel factories in the Eastern part
region of Saudi Arabia. (1993-1994).

My own financial products:
1I have built up my own trading strategy and created my own forex trading indicator and I have
registered it under my name in UK-Copy rights number 316009, https://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/
2I have 3 financial products in online sale at http://mql5.com , the tools are: The forex financial
indicator which is showing the real dynamical support and resistance levels live on the charts, you
can read more about it in http://yalaforex.com
3Auto trader (Expert Advisor) which is including my own indicator and trading forex instruments
like the currencies and it is set up free by the users, you can find it at: http://ss-systems.com
4Another Auto Trader (Expert Advisor) which is including also my forex indicator but it is trading
the Euro stocks index (ESTXX) instrument only. See the information at http://sami111.com

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
-

-

Master in Petroleum Engineering less than 2 years MEA engineering program started in 2004
in DTU (Denmark Technical University) Denmark.
https://graduates.name/danmarks_tekniske_universitet-2003-127
Bachelor of Science in Astronomy graduated 1993 from Saudi Arabia & California USA
(Graduated).
2890 (Completed) hours in Aircraft maintenance (Power plant & Air frame) from Oakland,
California USA 1988
Free hands drawing (Architecture design college) 1992 Saudi Arabia.
Gematrical drawing design (Architecture Design College) 1992 Saudi Arabia.
C++ programming college (DATA Mateka) in Niels Brock College, Denmark in 2001 - 2002.
Several courses in Forex trading (Foreign exchange trading) Technical and Fundamental
studies and trading strategies, Saudi Arabia, Dubai and Thailand. 1994- 2004.
Languages: Arabic, English and Danish.

